
Licensed Security Guard

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Seeking a secure Licensed Security Guard position with advancement potential, preferred benefits
and a conducive work environment while utilizing my experienced skill levels for the mutual 
benefit of both the company and myself. True teamwork is essential.

Skills

Sales and Service, Excellent verbal &amp; reading , Strong spelling &amp; recall ability, Precise 
Accuracy, Comfortable with new technology , Multi-tasking, Licensed Security guard , Cash 
Handling, Food Prep, Stocking, CDL Licensing, Excellent Customer Service, Tenacious work ethic, 
42wpm.

Work Experience

Licensed Security Guard
ABC Corporation  March 2010 – May 2012 
 Implemented or monitored processes to reduce property or financial losses.
 Investigated known or suspected internal theft, external theft, or vendor fraud.
 Collaborated with law enforcement agencies to report or investigate crimes.
 Conducted store audits to identify problem areas or procedural deficiencies.
 Directed work of contract security officers or other loss prevention agents.
 Identified and reported merchandise or stock shortages.
 Inspected buildings, equipment, or access points to determine security risks.

Licensed Security Guard
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2010 
 Event staff/Licensed security Maintaining current and valid licensing, displaying effective 

interpersonal skills to deal with diverse guest, .
 Managed all aspects of security on the Campus at Medaille College, Unisys, and SUNY 

Brockport (downtown) Enforced university policies and regulations .
 Patrolled assigned areas on foot or in a vehicle to ensure personal, building, and equipment 

security Informed and warned violators of rule .
 Watched for and reported irregularities, such as fire hazards, leaking water pipes, and security

doors left unlocked; sounded alarm during fire .
 Worked various events and venues throughout the Metro Phoenix area providing security 

services and traffic control.
 Currently unarmed.
 Secure premises and personnel by patrolling property; monitoring surveillance equipment; 

inspecting buildings, equipment, and access points .

Education

AAS In Law
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